
Alicia Cramer is a renowned mindset expert, an author, speaker, coach, con-

sultant, and a serial entrepreneur. She has been written about in Forbes, and 

has been a guest on numerous radio shows, including ESPN Denver and Fox 

Business radio.  

Interview on ESPN Radio  

Interview on Experience Pros Radio Show   

Interview on The Next Level Radio Show   

Interview on Toledo Biz Talk    

"Alicia - you were wonderful! You added so 

much value to our listeners!! Thank you!" 

Eric Reamer - Experience Pros Radio Show 

Biography-Introduction:  

Alicia Cramer is a renowned mindset expert, an author, speaker, coach, consultant, and a serial entrepre-

neur. Having worked with hundreds of private clients over the past several years - from startups to owners 

of multi-million dollar companies - Alicia has an intimate understanding of the mindset pitfalls that affect 

entrepreneurs. Her own struggles with depression and self-esteem issues, as well as a traumatic event 

triggering P.T.S.D. was the catalyst for her profound transformational experience utilizing mindset recondi-

tioning techniques.  Alicia’s clients have referred to her as their “secret weapon” for overcoming obstacles 

and achieving their personal and professional goals.  

 

Potential Interview Questions: 

 

1. What are some of the most common challenges you see entrepreneurs struggle with? 

2. How does someone’s mindset (or beliefs) affect their success in business? 

3. As an entrepreneur, how have you used your understanding of the human mind to achieve your goals? 

4. Are there certain mental habits someone can develop to be more successful?  

5. Can you share a tip or something helpful for the listeners from your new book?  

6. Where can listeners purchase a copy of your book? 

7. Where can listeners get more information about you? 

 

Books:  

The “Outside the Box” Entrepreneur  

Hypnosis for Success  

Contact Information:  
 
(888) 608-1778   
support@aliciacramer.com 
www.aliciacramer.com 

Media Kit for Alicia Cramer 
Business Coach & Consultant, Mindset Expert, Author, 

Speaker and Entrepreneur 

Social Media Links:  

Twitter | Facebook | LinkedIn 
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